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1. INTRODUCTION
The robust controller design of uncertain systems has been widely
studied these past years. Lots of design approaches have been proposed
based on the consideration of different types of uncertainties. Among
w xthese approaches, the Lyapunov approach 2, 5, 10 and the Riccati
w xapproach 13, 15, 17, 18 are two main techniques to deal with the system
with matchingrmismatching certainties. However, these two design ap-
proaches are based on the assumption that the system states are available
such that the state feedback law can be applied to control the uncertain
systems. In the case where system states cannot completely be measured, a
state observer to reconstruct the states is usually introduced, and the
influence of observer design on the stability of uncertain systems becomes
an interesting issue in robust control research.
The robustness of the observer-based control system has been studied in
w x3, 16 using the sensitivity analysis. The robustness designs for the full-
w xorder and reduced-order state observers are also proposed in 1, 14 ,
respectively. However, both design techniques are based on the nominal
system; the robust stability is then guaranteed by checking the sufficient
conditions obtained by the Lyapunov function. In the case where the
uncertain system is subject to matching uncertainties, the robust stability
condition is proposed using the results of the constrained Lyapunov
w xproblem 9 . When the system uncertainty satisfies the rank 1 assumption,
w xa full-order state observer is proposed in 12 by using the Riccati ap-
proach. The observer-based robust control problem subject to matching
w xuncertainties is further studied in 11 using the Riccati design technique.
w xIn this paper, systems subject to incomplete matching uncertainties 6
described by the norm-bounded and structured manners are considered.
Using the matrix 2-norm and the matrix measure, the robustness condi-
tions corresponding to these two uncertainties are obtained in the same
manner. Based on the Riccati approach, the robust stability conditions of
the observed-based control system for both full-order and reduced-order
state observers are proposed. Numerical examples are given to illustrate
the proposed results.
2. PRELIMINARY
w xIn this paper, the matrix 2-norm and the matrix measure 7 are used to
obtain the robust stability conditions for the system with norm-
boundedrstructured uncertainties. Some properties of the matrix 2-norm
and the matrix measure are listed in Appendix A. Based on their common
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v v . 5 5properties and for simplicity, the symbol G is used to represent or2
v v .  .m . Thus, G satisfies the following properties.2
 .  .  T .  T . 5 5 2Property 1. 1 G I s 1 and G A A s G AA s A .2
 .  .  .2 G cA s cG A , ;c G 0.
 .  . w  .x  .3 yG yA F Re l A F G A .i
 .  .  .  .4 G A q B F G A q G B .
 . < <  .  < <.  .5 If B G A G 0, then G B G G A G G A .
 . T  .  .  .  .6 If A s A , then G A s l A and yG yA s l A .max min
T n=n T n T LEMMA 1. Let A s A , E g R , and x Ax G 0, ; x g R . Then x A
.q E x G 0 if
l A G G yE . 1 .  .  .min
v v . 5 5  .Proof. For G ' , it is clear that condition 1 is satisfied if2
 . 5 5 5 5 T  .l A G E s y E . On the other hand, x A q E x G 0 if2 2min
 . l A q E G 0. Therefore, using the property of matrix measure seemin
.Appendix A , it is obtained that
l A q E G ym yA y E G y m yA q m yE . .  .  .  .min 2 2 2
Therefore, if
l A s ym yA G m yE , .  .  .min 2 2
T  .then x A q E x G 0. Q.E.D.
Lemma 1 plays a key role in the robust analysis when E represents
5 5uncertainty. For example, if E is norm-bounded, E F q, then condition2
 .  .1 becomes l A G q. Alternatively, if E is absolute-value-bounded,min
< < n=n  .  .  .E F qU g R , then condition 1 becomes l A G qm U . Also, ifmin 2
r < <the structured uncertainty, where E s  q E , q F q and E repre-is1 i i i i
 .sents a perturbed structure, is considered, then condition 1 can be
 .  r < <.formulated as l A G qm  E . Therefore, using Property 1 andmin 2 is1 i
Lemma 1, the conditions of robust stability for uncertain systems with
norm-bounded uncertainties or structured uncertainties can be obtained,
respectively.
3. OBSERVER-BASED ROBUST CONTROLLER DESIGN
Full-Order State Obser¨ er
Consider the uncertain system
x t s A q D A t x t q B q D B t u t 2a .  .  .  .  .  . .  .Ç
y t s C q DC t x t , 2b .  .  .  . .
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where the incomplete matching condition is considered, that is, system
uncertainties D B and DC satisfy the matching conditions
D B t s BD t , with G DT q D - 2, 3a .  .  . .b b b
and
DC t s D t C , 3b .  .  .c
 .and D A relaxes the matching condition. Suppose that A, B is control-
 .lable and A, C is observable. There exist positive definite symmetric
matrices P , Q , P , Q and positive scalars s , s , r , r such that thec c o o c o c o
following AREs are satisfied,
T TA q s I P q P A q s I y 2 1 y a r P BB P s yQ , 4 .  .  .  .c c c c c c c c
T TA q s I P q P A q s I y 2 r P C CP s yQ , 5 .  .  .o o o o o o o o o
where
G DT q D .b b
- a - 1.
2
The observer is described as
z s Az q Bu q L y y Cz , with L s r q k P CT , k ) 0, 6 .  .  .Ç o o o o
 .where the P satisfy the ARE 5 . Let e s x y z. Then the error dynamico
is
e s Ae q D Ax q BD u y LCe y LD Cx . 7 .Ç b c
 .Remark 1. In Eq. 4 , the major purpose in introducing a is to
 .overcome the input matching uncertainty. The parameter k in Eq. 6 iso
applied to overcome the output matching uncertainty in an explicit man-
 . Tner. For simplicity, the form L s r q k P C is applied instead of0 0 0
  .y1 .TL s P C r q k .0 0 0
Apply the control
u s yKz , 8 .
T  .where K s r B P and r and P satisfy the ARE 4 . Thenc c c c
e s D A y r BD BTP y r q k P CTD C x .Ç  .c b c o o o c
q A q r BD BTP y r q k P CTC e. 9 .  . .c b c o o o
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 .Thus, the x, e augmented system can be described as
A A11 12xÇ xs , 10 .eA AeÇ 21 22
where
A s A q D A y r B I q D BTP , .11 c b c
A s r B I q D BTP , .12 c b c
A s D A y r BD BTP y r q k P CTD C , .21 c b c o o o c
A s A q r BD BTP y r q k P CTC. .22 c b c o o o
Let the Lyapunov function candidate be
P 0c xT Tw xV s x e . 11 .y1 e0 Po
Then
T P 0 P 0A A A Ac c11 12 11 12 xT TÇ w xV s x e qy1 y1 e 5A A A A0 P 0 P21 22 21 22o o
s U q U q U q U , 12 .x x x e e x ee
where
U s xT ATP q P A y 2 r P BBTP q D ATP q P D Ax x c c c c c c c
yr P B DT q D BTP x . .c c b b c
s xT yQ y 2s P y 2a r P BBTP q D ATP q P D A c c c c c c c c
yr P B DT q D BTP x . .c c b b c
U s xT D ATPy1 q r P B I q D BTP y r P BDT BTPy1 .x e o c c b c c c b o
y r q k CTDT C e . .o o c
TT y1 T y1 TU s e P D A q r P B I q D B P y r P BD B P .e x o c c b c c o b c
y r q k CTD C x . .o o c
U s eT ATPy1 q Py1A y 2 r CTC y 2k CTCee o o o o
qr P BDT BTPy1 q Py1BD BTP e . .c c b o o b c
s eT yPy1 Q Py1 y 2s Py1 y 2k CTC o o o o o o
qr P BDT BTPy1 q Py1BD BTP e. . .c c b o o b c
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 .Using Lemma B1 see Appendix B ,
TT T T TU q U s r x P B I q D B P e q e P B I q D B P x .  .x e e x c c b c c b c
T T T y1 T y1 Ty r x P BD B P e q e P BD B P xc c b o o b c
T T T T T T T y1y r q k x C D Ce q e C D Cx q x D A P e .o o c c 0
q eTPy1D Ax0
1 TT T T TF r x P B I q D I q D B P x q b e P BB P e .  .c c b b c 1 c cb1
1
T T T T y1 T y1q x P BD D B P x q b e P BB P ec b b c 2 o ob2
1
T T T T Tq r q k b x x q e C D CC D Ce .o o 4 c cb4
1
T T T y1 y1q x D A D Ax q b e P P e. 13 .3 o ob3
Then
1
T T TÇV Fy x Q q2s P yD A P yP D Ay r qk b Iy D A D A x .c c c c c o o 4 b3^ ` _
dV1
T Ty x P B 2a r I y r D q D .c c c b b
1 1T T Tyr I q D I q D q D D B P x .  .c b b b b c /b b1 2
T y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 <y e P Q P q 2s P y b P Po o o o o 3 o o
T T y1 y1 T T y1 T y1yr P BD B P q P BD B P q b P BB P q b P BB P e .c c b o o b c 1 c c 2 o o
r q ko oT T T Ty e C 2k I y D CC D Ce. 14 .o c cb4
THEOREM 1. The obser¨ er-based control system described abo¨e is ro-
bustly stable if there exist positi¨ e definite symmetric matrices P , Q , P , Qc c o o
 .  .which satisfy AREs 4 and 5 with gi¨ en positi¨ e scalars a , s , s , r , r , kc o c o o
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and b , i s 1, . . . , 4, such that the following conditions are simultaneouslyi
satisfied:
1
T Ti l Q q 2s P G G D A P q P D A q G D A D A .  .  . .min c c c c c b3
q r q k b . 15a .  .o o 4
ii .
1 1TT T2a G G D q D q G I q D I q D q G D D . .  . .  . .b b b b b bb b1 2
15b .
iii l Py1 Q Py1 q 2s Py1 .  .min o o o o o
G r G P BDT BTPy1 q Py1BD BTP .c c b o o b c
5 T 5 2 5 y1 5 2 5 y1 5 2q r b B P q b P B q b P . 15c . .2 2 2c 1 c 2 o 3 0
r G D CCTDT .o c c
iv k G . 15d .  .o T T2b y G D CC D .4 c c
Ç .Proof. From inequality 14 and Lemma 1, V G 0 if
1
T Tl Q q 2s P G G D A P q P D A q D A D A q r q k b I . .  .min c c c c c o o 4 /b3
Since
1
T TG D A P q P D A q D A D A q r q k b I .c c o o 4 /b3
1
T TF G D A P q P D A q G D A D A q r q k b , .  . .c c o o 4b3
therefore, if
1
T Tl Q q 2s P G G D A P q P D A q G D A D A .  . .min c c c c c b3
q r q k b .o o 4
 .  .then dV G 0. Similarly, conditions ii ] iv can be obtained from the other1
 .terms in inequality 14 . Q.E.D.
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Remark 2. It is obvious that the system uncertainty D A is overcome by
 .  .  .Eq. 15 and the choices of a and k in Eqs. 15b and 15d are used too
overcome the effects due to the inputroutput matching conditions. The
extra design parameters a , k , and b , i s 1, . . . , 4, in association with theo i
LQG design technique are introduced and the remaining works are to
choose suitable parameters mentioned above to satisfy the conditions in
Theorem 1.
 .In Theorem 1, the choice of the pair b , b will be based on a1 2
 .compromise between each other as well as the pair k , b to guaranteeo 4
the robust stability for the controller design. In the following corollary,
optimal parameters are derived to obtain a simpler condition for the
controller design.
COROLLARY 1. The control system is robustly stable if there exist p.d.
 .  .symmetric matrices P , Q , P , Q which satisfy AREs 4 and 5 withc c o o
positi¨ e scalars a , s , s , r , r , k , and b such thatc o c o o 3
i l Q q 2s P G G D ATP q P D A q 2 r G D CCTDT .  .  .  .min c c c c c o c c
1
Tq G D A D A and 16a .  .
b3
ii l Py1 Q Py1 q 2s Py1 .  .min o o o o o
G r G P BDT BTPy1 q Py1BD BTP .c c b o o b c
rc2y15 5q b P q23 0 T2a y G D q D .b b
0.5T T5 5= G I q D I q D B P .  . . 2b b c
20.5T y15 5qG D D P B . 2b b o /
16b .
 T .with 1 ) a ) G D q D r2.b b
 .  .Proof. From condition i in Theorem 1, to minimize d ' b r q k1 4 o o
 .and to satisfy 15d , k is chosen aso
r G D CCTDT .o c c
k s .o T T2b y G D CC D .4 c c
Substitute k into d ,o 1
r b 2o 4
d s .1 T T2b y G D CC D .4 c c
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To minimize d ,1
­
T Td s 0 « b s G D CC D and k s r . .  .1 4 c c o o­b4
Then, the minimum of d is1
d s 2 r G D CCTDT . .1 min o c c
 .  .Therefore, 15a and 15d can be reduced to
l Q q 2s P .min c c c
1
T T T TG G D A P q P D A q 2 r G D CC D q G D A D A . . .  .c c o c c b3
5 5 2 5 y1 5 2  .Similarly, to minimize d ' b P q b P and to satisfy 15b ,2 22 1 c 2 o
 .the minimum of d is see Lemma B2 in Appendix B2
1 0.5T T5 5d s G I q D I q D B P .  . . 22 min b b cT2a y G D q D .b b
20.5T y15 5qG D D P B . . 2b b o /
 .  .Therefore, 15b and 15c can be reduced to
l Py1 Q Py1 q 2s Py1 .min o o o o o
T T y1 y1 T 5 y1 5 2G r G P BD B P q P BD B P q b P . 2c c b o o b c 3 02
r 0.5c T T5 5q G I q D I q D B P .  . . 2b b cT2a y G D q D .b b
20.5T y15 5qG D D P B . . 2b b o /
The proof is complete. Q.E.D.
 .Remark 3. i The choice of parameter b will affect the assessment of3
the robust stability. That is, a suitable choice of b may reduce the3
conservatism in the determination of robust stability for the controller and
observer design. In fact, let e and e represent the difference of the left1 2
hand side term and the sum of the right hand side terms of conditions
 .  .16a and 16b , respectively. The determination of robust stability can be
obtained from the plot of e and e with respect to b .1 2 3
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TABLE I
v .Determination of G for Different Types of Uncertainty
Type of uncertainty
rv . 5 5 < < < <G D A F q D A F qU D A s  q E , q F q2 is1 i i i
T T r T . 5 5  < < < < .  < <.G D A P q P D A 2 q P qm U P q P U qm  E P q P E2c c c 2 c c 2 is1 i c c i
T 2 2 T 2 r T .  .  < <.G D A D A q q m U U q m  E E2 2 i, js1 i j
v .  .ii In Corollary 1, the calculation of G depends on the type of
v .uncertainty. Table I lists some results of G for different types of
v .  .uncertainty see Lemma A1 in Appendix A . Different forms of G can
be calculated in a similar way.
Reduced-Order State Obser¨ er
 .For the reduced-order state observer design, it is assumed that C in 3b
is
p=pC s I 0 , I g R is an identity matrix. 17 .p p
That is, there are p states, represented as x , which can be measured froma
the system output and n y p states, represented as x , which are requiredb
to be reconstructed by the state observer. Let
A A Baa ab aA s , B s , 18a .A A Bb a bb b
where A g R p= p, A g R p= ny p ., A g R ny p .= p, A ga a a b b a b b
Rnyp.=nyp., B g R p=m, B g Rnyp.=m, and uncertainty D A has thea b
same partition described as
D A D Aaa ab
D A s . 18b .
D A D Ab a bb
Then the system can be rewritten as
x s A q D A x q A q D A x q B I q D 19a .  .  .  .Ça aa aa a ab ab b a b
x s A q D A x q A q D A x q B I q D 19b .  .  .  .Çb b a b a a bb bb b b b
xay s I 0 s x . 19c .p axb
To reconstruct state x , let the observer beb
Çx s A x q A x q B u q L x y A x y B u y A x , 20 .Ã Ã Ç Ã .b bb b b a a b a aa a a ab b
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 .  .where L is the observer gain. Substitute 19a into 20 . Then
Çx s A x q A x q B uÃ Ãb bb b b a a b
q L D A x q D A x q B D u q A x y A x . 21 . .Ãaa a ab b a b ab b ab b
Let e s x y x . Then the error dynamics between x and x isÃ Ãb b b b
e s A y LA e q D A y LD A x q D A y LD A x .  .  .Ç bb ab b a aa a bb ab b
q B y LB D u. 22 .  .b a b
To simplify the representation, define
Ipw xL ' yL I and Q ' ,I a 0
0 w xQ ' with Q Q s I . 23 .b a b nInyp
 .Then, 22 becomes
e s L AQ e q L D Ax q L BD u. 24 .Ç I b I I b
Apply the control law
xa
u s yK s y Kx y KQ e . 25 .  .bxÃb
 .Then the augmented system similar to 11 has
A s A y BK q D A y BD K , A s B I q D KQ , .  .  .11 b 12 b b
A s L D A y BD K , A s L AQ q L BD KQ . 26 .  .21 I b 22 I b I b b
 .From the assumption that A , A is observable, there exist p.d. sym-bb ab
metric matrices P , Q and positive scalars s , r such that the followingo o o o
ARE is satisfied:
T TA q s I P q P A q s I y 2 r P A A P s yQ . 27 .  .  .bb o o o bb o o o ab ab o o
T  .Since there is no output matching uncertainty, let L s r P A . Then 27o o ab
becomes
Ty1 y1 y1 y1 y1P L AQ q L AQ P s yP Q P y 2s P . 28 .  .o I b I b o o o o o o
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If the same linear state feedback gain K and Lyapunov function candidate
 .  .  y1  ..is chosen as 8 and 11 but P satisfies ARE 27 , theno
ÇV s U q U q U q U , 29 .x x x e e x ee
where
U s xT yQ y 2s P y 2a r P BBTP q D ATP q P D Ax x c c c c c c c c
yr P B DT q D BTP x . .c c b b c
TT T T y1 TU s x D A y r BD B P L P q r P B I q D B P Q e . . /x e c b c I o c c b c b
T TT y1 T T TU s e P L D A y r BD B P q r Q P B I q D B P x . . /e x o I c b c c b c b c
U s eT yPy1Q Py1 y 2s Py1ee o o o o o
qr QT P BDT BTLT Py1 q Py1L BD BTP Q e. . .c b c b I o o I b c b
Using Lemma B1,
1
T T TÇV F yx Q q 2s P y D A P y P D A y D A D A xc c c c c b3
T Ty x P B 2a r I y r D q D .c c c b b
1 1T T Tyr I q D I q D q D D B P x .  .c b b b b c /b b1 2
T y1 y1 y1y e P Q P q 2s Po o o o o
yr QT P BDT BTLT Py1 q Py1L BD BTP Q .c b c b I o o I b c b
T T y1 T T y1 y1 T y1yr b Q P BB P Q q b P L BB L P y b P L L P e. .c 1 b c c b 2 o I I o 3 o I I o
Similar to Corollary 1, the following result is obtained.
COROLLARY 2. The control system is robustly stable if there exist p.d.
 .  .symmetric matrices P , Q , P , Q which satisfy AREs 4 and 27 with gi¨ enc c o o
positi¨ e scalars a , s , s , r , r , k , and b such thatc o c o o 3
1




y1 y1 y1l P Q P q 2s P .min o o o o o
G r G QT P BDT BTLT Py1 q Py1L BD BTP Q .c b c b I o o I b c b
rc2y15 5q b P L q23 0 I T2a y G D q D .b b
0.5T T5 5= G I q D I q D B P Q .  . . 2b b c b
20.5T y15 5qG D D P L B . 2b b o I /
30b .
 T .with 1 ) a ) G D q D r2.b b
 .Remark 4. In Eq. 20 , the use of y is unacceptable because theÇ
differentiation will amplify the noise associated with the output. Therefore,
a new state defined as z s x y Ly is introduced when the observer isÃb
w ximplemented 8 . However, this will not affect the results in Corollary 2.
4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
EXAMPLE 1. Consider an uncertain system with its nominal system
matrices described as
1 2 1 w xA s , B s , C s ,3 24 4 2
and the system uncertainties are
q t 2 q t .  .1 2
D A t s , D B t s BD t , .  .  .b4q t 4q t .  .3 4
DC t s D t C , .  .c
<  . < <  . < <  . <where q t F 0.015, i s 1, . . . , 4, D t F 0.015, and D t F 0.015. Fori b c
the observer design, choose
0.01 0Q s , r s 2.5, and s s 0.805,o o o0 90.07
and Q s I, r s 10, s s 0.4, a s 0.5. The plot of e and e with respectc c c 1 2
to b is shown in Fig. 1. It is found that there exists b such that Corollary3 3
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FIG. 1. The plot or e and e with respect to b for Example 1.1 2 3
1 is satisfied. Therefore, the resulting observer gain and state feedback
gain are
1.0539w xK s 3.1197 6.2423 and L s .
23.7791
w xEXAMPLE 2. The simple dynamic model 8 of a satellite can be consid-
ered as a system with two masses connected by a spring and a damper with
torque constant k and viscous damping constant d; see Fig. 2. Choose the
state vector
T Ç Çx s u u u u .2 1 2 1
Then the state space representation of the model is
x s A q D A x q Bu .Ç
y s Cx ,
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FIG. 2. Physical model of a satellite.
where the system matrices are
0 0 1 0
00 0 0 1
0k k d d
y y 0A s , B s ,J J J J2 2 2 2 1
k k d d
Jy y 1
J J J J1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0C s
0 1 0 0
with J s 1, J s 0.2, k s 0.15, d s 0.0153. Assume that k and d are1 2
subject to perturbation as the temperature fluctuates. Then the structured
uncertainty can be described as
D A s q E q q E ,k k d d
where
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1
y 0 0 0 0 yE s , E s ,k J J d J J2 2 2 2
1 1 1 1
y 0 0 0 0 y
J J J J1 1 1 1
< < < <q F 0.012, q F 0.0106.k d
Using the reduced-order observer design technique in Corollary 2, Fig. 3
can be obtained, and the observer-based controller which guarantees the
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FIG. 3. The plot of e and e with respect to b for Example 2.1 2 3
robust stability is obtained with
28.2461 0.0229w xK s y2.8148 16.9570 12.9901 11.6424 , L s
0.0229 28.2766
by choosing
Q s 20 I , r s 5, s s 0, a s 0.5, Q s 40 I , r s 40, s s 0.c c c o o o
5. CONCLUSIONS
Systems subject to incomplete matching uncertainties described by the
norm-bounded and structured manners are considered in this paper. Using
the Riccati design technique, an observer-based robust controller for
uncertain systems where states cannot be completely measured is studied.
The matrix 2-norm and the matrix measure are used as tools to obtain the
conditions for robust system stability where a linear state feedback control
law is applied and the states are reconstructed from the full-order or




Let A, B g Cn=n. The properties of the matrix 2-norm and the matrix
measure are listed as follows.
 . 5 5 < < 5 5Property A1. 1 cA s c A , ;c g C.2 2
 . 5 5 5 5 5 52 A q B F A q B .2 2 2
 . < < 5 5 5 < < 5 5 53 For B G A G 0, B G A G A .2 2 2
 .Property A1 3 can be derived from the property of spectral radius,
v v . <  . <r ' max l , thati i
T < <T < < T T < <T < < TB B G A A G A A « r B B G r A A G r A A . .  . .
w x  .  .  .Property A2 4 . 1 m cA s cm A , ;c G 0.2 2
 . 5 5  . w  .x  . 5 52 y A F ym yA F Re l A F m A F A .2 i 2
 .  .  .  .3 m A q B F m A q m B .2 2 2
 . < <  .  < <.  .4 For B G A G 0, m B G m A G m A .2 2 2
 .LEMMA A1 Proof of Results of Table I .
 . < <Case i . D A F qU.
T T < T <G D A P q P D A s m D A P q P D A F m D A P q P D A .  .  .c c 2 c c 2 c c
< <T < < < < < < T < < < <F m D A P q P D A F qm U P q P U , . .2 c c 2 c c
T T < T < < <T < <G D A D A s m D A D A F m D A D A F m D A D A .  .  .  .2 2 2
F q2m U TU . .2
 . r < <Case ii . D A s  q E , q F q.is1 i i i
r
TG D A P q P D A s m q E P q P E . . c c 2 i i c c i /
is1
r
< < < <F m q E P q P E2 i i c c i /
is1
r r
< < < <F m q E P q P E s qm E P q P E , 2 i c c i 2 i c c i /  /
is1 is1
r r
T T T< < < <G D A D A s m q q E E F m q q E E .  2 i j i j 2 i j i j /  /
i , js1 i , js1
r
2 T< <F q m E E .2 i j /
i , js1
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APPENDIX B
LEMMA B1. Let M, N T g Rm= n and x g Rn, y g Rm. Then
1
T T T T T T"2 x M Ny F b x M Mx q y N Ny , b ) 0.
b
Proof. The result is directly obtained from the inequality
T1 1’ ’b Mx " Ny b Mx " Ny /  /’ ’b b
1
T T T T T Ts b x M Mx q y N Ny " 2 x M Ny G 0, ; x , y.
b
LEMMA B2. Suppose that a, b, c, d, e are positi¨ e scalars. Then the opti-
mization problem
minimize d s db q eb1 2
a b
subject to b ) 0, b ) 0, and q F c1 2 b b1 2
2’ ’ . .  .has the minimal ¨alue d s 1rc ad q be with b s 1rc a qmin 1
.  . .’ ’aberd and b s 1rc b q abdre .2
Proof. The problem is equivalent to finding the line d s db q eb1 2
which is tangent to the hyperbolic H: arb q brb s c. The slope of the1 2
tangent line T to the hyperbolic H is
ab
slope T s y , for a given b .12cb y a .1
To find the line d s db q eb tangent to the hyperbolic H, it follows1 2
that
ab d
slope T s y s y .2 ecb y a .1
Then, the tangent points are
1 abe 1 abd
b s a " and b s b " .( (1 2 /  /c d c e
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 . .  . .’ ’Since b s 1rc a y aberd and b s 1rc b y abdre cannot sat-1 2
isfy the constraints b , b ) 0, therefore, the only feasible solution is1 2
1 abe 1 abd
b s a q and b s b q( (1 2 /  /c d c e
and the corresponding minimal value of d is
1 2’ ’d s ad q be . .min c
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